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Encouraged to envision the world with a diff erent perspective, 
Anchal had been inclined towards spirituality and its importance 

in life from the very beginning. Educated in Clinical Hypnotherapy, Past 
Life Regression, and much more. Anchal enjoys indulging in activities 
such as cooking which invoke all the fi ve senses and help in balancing 
them organically.

Coming from a family of businessmen, Anchal found her calling 
in being an entrepreneur herself. However, before she could pursue 
her soul’s desire, she began as a Graphic Designer. Despite having a 
successful business, Anchal did not feel content and thus, set up a 
corporate kitchen that mirrored her passion for cooking. After a few 
years, she found herself not completely satisfi ed with her profession 
in the long run. Her involvement and interest in spirituality since the 
age of seven and a deep retrospection helped her identify the key to 
her professional happiness. Since she had completed her education in 
Clinical Hypnotherapy and Past Life Regression Therapy by then, she 
started working as a Spiritual Coach. 

Anchal felt peaceful at heart and alive again. She loved the exercise 
of learning something new every time she had a new client and 

The Midas 
Touch of
developed multiple perspectives about looking at 
and dealing with diff erent situations. Though it was 
a challenging practice, Anchal found it extremely 
fulfi lling. “My clients are happy with the deep soulful 
solutions I am able to channel for them. In fact, this 
is the most peaceful feeling in the world—putting 
a smile on someone’s face and being a part of their 
lives,” said Anchal.

A believer of rising from the ashes like a Phoenix, 
Anchal has never let failure deter her spirit in 
any way. She has learnt from her strengths—her 
parents—that instead of crying over spilt milk, it is 
always better to seek what one really desires and 
never hesitate to have a fresh beginning. Her mother 
taught her to be herself and have her own individual 
opinions or perspective. Anchal was conditioned 
to break free from the shackles of conventional 
and societal norms and never succumb to others’ 
expectations or points of view.

Being a spiritual coach in India is often seen as a 
taboo as people have their own preconceived notions 
about it. Anchal's biggest struggle lay in the fact that 
people around are not open enough to acknowledge 
their depression and sadness. This hinders their path 
to bring about complete healing in their life. She 
is making eff orts to help people understand that 
spirituality can work hand-in-hand with the worldly 
life and it has nothing to do with one's beliefs, age or  
profession. Spirituality is just a way of living life.

ANCHAL IN HER OWN WORDS
“When I was de-focused at the time of running 
my corporate kitchen business, I always had one 
question in mind persistently—Who am I? What is 
the purpose of this life? Well, I was lucky enough to 
get my answer. But then I also realised that this is a 
major question for most people like me. People who 
are doing good in their profession but still feel empty 
within. The ones who live their lives mechanically, 
full of stress and confusion. That’s when I thought 
if I can get my answers through spirituality, then so 
can others. Hence, I started my journey of spiritual 
coaching.”

ANCHAL ANURAG JYOTI 
Director, Zenergy School of Life Pvt Ltd

12 years of helping people gain peace of mind 
by treading on the path of spirituality—Anchal 
Anurag Jyoti, Director, Zenergy School of Life Pvt 
Ltd, believes that everyone should serve ‘life’ in a 
healthy way by making healthy choices – mentally, 
emotionally, and physically; 
Website: www.familyconstellations.co.in /
www.anchaljyoti.com
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Being born in a family of businessmen engaged in 
manufacturing and trading apparels and fancy goods 

for generations, Karthic’s teenage years were spent reading 
about market gaps, fi nding innovative solutions, and 
interesting startups.

 While working at IBM, Pune in the software department 
in 2007, Karthic always had a thing for his own venture. He 
quit IBM in 2009 to start his discount coupon venture, which 
could not perform well in the market. Simultaneously, he 
began providing online marketing services and selling 
dresses on eBay, which he used to source in bulk. Though 
the profi ts earned were good, there were certain challenges 
as well such as sourcing, listing & cataloguing, and clearing 
unsold stocks at a 50 per cent loss. Karthic also experimented 
with fl ash sales, daily deals, and spa aggregation services. 
When Amazon arrived in India, Karthic tried constructing a 
base of new buyers but it was way more challenging than he 
had thought of due to the strict guidelines and complicated 
ways of listing.

THE CHALLENGES AND THE LEARNINGS
Like any other entrepreneur, quitting a job, which assured 
a fi xed salary was the most obvious risk that Karthic had 
taken. He quit IBM Software at a point when he was being 
nurtured for an onshore opportunity. Another challenge was 
to convince the people around him who weren’t pleased 
with the decision.

 After experiencing a great amount of diffi  culty in selling 
online fi rst-hand at Amazon specifi cally, helped Karthic realise 
the challenges in sourcing of the products, photography, 
cataloguing, and deliveries & returns management. The 
challenges were coupled with huge capital investment, 
which was not possible for a lot of small business owners and 
thus, Karthic decided to bridge the gap.

 Karthic understood the complexities he faced at diff erent 
stages of the e-commerce business and realised that though 
there was a lot of scope in the market, the hurdles in the 
process refrained people from entering into this business. 
Soon Karthic gathered all the information about the amount 
of investments required for operations, inventories, etc. 
However, given the capital heavy nature of the business, he 
decided to visit manufacturing hubs in Gujarat to check the 
condition at the grass-root level. A lot of small manufacturers 
and shopkeepers had already closed their shops and thus, 
Karthic decided to bring these small businessmen (the 
backbone of the economy) to the forefront and help 
them thrive without having to worry about all the huge 
investments. “They may not have the capital, they may not 
be tech wizards, but they sure know how to sell a product 

Strengthening the Small Traders

and keep a relationship with customers. It will be unethical 
to keep them away from the game just because they don’t 
have huge money,” said Karthic.

Baapstore (registered in 2017) was born to empower 
small sellers to compete with large e-commerce players.

 Karthic’s mantra is, “Be true to yourself, to your dream 
and to your team, and if you monetize enough to sustain for 
a longer period, things will fall in place.”

	Empowered 500+ fellow Indians to start a business easily 
and compete with larger corporations.

	Authored a book ‘Dropshipping for Aspiring Indians’ that would 
help anyone understand e-commerce and drop shipping 
business model. This was the fi rst book explaining drop 
shipping in India, written in the Indian context for Indians.

KARTHIC KUMAR GURNANI 
Founder-Director, Uptail Private Limited

With half a decade long experience in 
entrepreneurship, Karthic Kumar Gurnani, 
Founder-Director, Uptail Private Limited 
(Baapstore) has pioneered drop shipping in 
India; Website: www.baapstore.com
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